
 

Hack, slash, and destroy your way in this new turn-based strategy game. This is the second installment in the Attack on Titan series which was released back in April. It helps bring back some of the classic elements of the first installment while still maintaining a fresh, modern twist. The gameplay is mostly unchanged from that of its predecessor with players commanding 6 divisions to perform
specific tasks during battles during real time battles. This includes setting up traps for enemy forces with long-range weapons or using instant break neck speed to close in on foes with swords raised high overhead. The basic commands and controls haven’t changed, and everything works smoothly on touch devices. In this action/RPG hybrid, players can play as Eren Ichvargen, Armin Arlert, Mikasa
Ackerman, or Levi Ackerman during epic battles that play out with a beautiful 3D touch gameplay. In this turn-based strategy game, players will recruit different types of characters to fight against the Titans. The characters in the game are recruitable from a partner card system which is used to bring in new skills and abilities to battle it out with a variety of Titans. During the game, players are tasked
with traveling through 12 different areas, each of which is divided into three sections. At the end of the level, players are faced with a Titan that will lead him to battle. This installment of Attack on Titan was developed by Spike Chunsoft and published by NIS America who brought the original game over to the US. It is available for iOS and Android devices everywhere. "[ARTICLE END]" "Attack
on Titan 2" has received generally negative reviews from critics upon release, receiving an average score of 35/100 on Metacritic. IGN called the game "strange and fascinating", giving it 7/10, while 148apps decided that the game should be avoided by fans. IGN also criticized the fact that players can only control one character at a time, calling that limitation "a major turn-off" and did not recommend
this game to fans of the series unless they did not mind only playing one character at a time. 148apps also expressed disappointment in the low amount of characters included in this installment, calling it "a real let down" and did not recommend this game to any fans of the series unless they wanted to play as Eren or Levi exclusively. The game currently has an average rating of 30% on Steam.
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